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Your Vortex swim spa forms the hub of any 
gathering, keeping the adults and kids 
entertained in comfort and style. 

Big enough for inflatable toys and deep 
enough for a water slide, we designed these 
swim spas with the family and kids in mind - 
believe us, they won’t want to get out!

People are choosing our swim spas and 
plunge pools over conventional options as 
heating a very large volume of water is 
expensive. 

A swim spa not only has less water to heat, 
but when combined with our Hybrid Heat 
Pump, it’s the most cost effective heated 
swimming pool option.

Every Vortex swim spa comes with our 
renowned hydrotherapy seats, and most 
have a full, lay back lounger. Just sit and 
soak, massage your tired muscles or simply 
float in blissful silence.

Enjoy the convenience and health benefits of 
swimming all year round.

Your swim spa can be heated to the 
temperature of your choice - if you’re an 
active swimmer, around 25 degrees is good, 
and if you simply want to relax in the pool, 
a little warmer (28 to 30 degrees) suits most 
people.

Entertain friends 
 and family.

Affordable heated
swimming.

Relax and
unwind.

Train at home,
all year round.
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Single zone

Single zone

Dual zone
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Aqualounge page 62 Aquagym page 66

Aqualap page 74Aquagym Max page 70

Hydrozone page 78

4 adults
Up to 81 jets
9/10 therapy
4.0 x 2.3 x 1.2m

4 adults
Up to 81 jets
9/10 therapy
4.5 x 2.3 x 1.3 or 1.5m

4 adults
Up to 81 jets
9/10 therapy
5.85 x 2.3 x 1.3 or 1.5m

5 adults
Up to 68 jets
9/10 therapy
5.9 x 2.3 x 1.3 or 1.5m

3 adults
Up to 59  jets
7/10 therapy
3.98 x 2.31 x 1.3m
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Factory Fitted Options
HydroGlow LED Jets £900

▲ Ultraviolet (UV) Sanitiser £750
▲= comes as standard: Hydrozone, AquaLAP & Aquagym Max

Bluetooth Audio c/w Sub-Woofer £800
Arctic Pack Insulation Upgrade £650
WiFi App based Remote Control £550

ClearLift Automatic Cover. NEW & EXCLUSIVE
Aqualounge / Aquagym n/a
AquaGym Max £5,995
AquaLap £6,995
HydroZone £6,995
NB: Left or Right fold off choice.
NB: Factory fit only. No retrofit.

Aqualounge

Aqualap

Aquagym

Aquagym Max

Hydrozone – Dual Temp

Pro £22,395
ProPlus £22,695
Extreme £23,595

2024:
3.98 x 2.3 x 1.3m
13ft 1" x 7ft 7" x 4ft 4"

ON DISPLAY

4.0 x 2.3 x 1.2m
13ft 2" x 7 ft 7" x 3ft 11"

Pro £22,495
ProPlus £22,795
Extreme £23,995

5.85 x 2.3 x 1.3m 1.5m
19ft 3" x 7 ft 7" x 4ft 4" 4ft11"

Pro £29,958 £30,895
ProPlus £30,895 £31,895
Extreme £31,895 £32,895
Inc: ▲

4.5 x 2.3 x 1.3m 1.5m
14ft 10" x 7 ft 7" x 4ft 4" 4ft11"

Pro £24,995 £25,295
ProPlus £25,595 £25,795
Extreme £26,395 £27,295
Inc: ▲

5.9 x 2.3 x 1.3m 1.5m
19ft 4" x 7 ft 7" x 4ft 4" 4ft11"

Pro £31,995 £32,995
ProPlus £32,995 £33,395
Extreme £33,995 £34,995
Inc: ▲

All prices inc. 20% VAT

Delivery: to site Hiab Lorry £1,500 to postcodes: NP, CF,BS,HR,GL,LD.
£1,750 to postcodes: SA,SY,BA,WR

Includes: Oyster engineers to assist lift in, unpack, set up, train customer.
Includes: Thermal covers, chemical kit & Manual.

EXCLUDES: cost of hiring a crane or extra ling reach Hiab. £POA
EXCLUDES: cost of electrical connection, groundworks / concrete base £POA

Air Source Heat Pump option: (Integrated into swimspas control system)
5.5 kW SpaNet Heat Pump £1,950    (for AquaGym/ Hydrozone)
8.8 kW SpaNet Heat Pump £2,250    (for All Models
12 kW SpaNet Heat Pump £2,750    (for All Models)
Installation:
Cutting cabinet panels and flexi plumbing within 2.m of the seated end of 
swimspa.  Customer to provide solid base for unit to sit on.      £350

ON DISPLAY
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This 4 metre, single zone swim spa is a family favourite. With up to 81 
jets you’ve got the option of hydrotherapy, swimming or family play.

Aqualounge.

Hydrotherapy

Jets                                                                          Up to 81

Volume                                                                6,300 litres

Seating

Dimensions                                           4.0 x 2.3 x 1.2m high
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LED back-lit 
water cascade 

Back-lit laminar jet  
water feature*

Aromatherapy 
system

Bluetooth stereo 
 system*

Hydroflow 
spinning jets* 

Hydrotherapy 
 lounger

Individual seat 
 pressure controls

Superior Aristech
 acrylic finish

Thermobond 
oven cured shell

9 shell/cabinet 
colour combinations 

CD Ozone water    
clarifying system

Timber free ‘no rot’ 
 Permaframe

No maintenance  
cabinet 

High impact  
moulded ABS base

Duraflex ‘no kink’ 
PVC plumbing

Purezone 2 stage 
 filtration system

Purezone UV     
 sterilising system*

Underwater
flood lighting 

Hydroglow jet and 
 control lighting

Programmable 
 LED lighting

Perimeter and  
cabinet lighting*

Intelligent 
 thermal tuning 

High density 
lockable  spa cover

Premium multi 
 layer insulation

Hybrid heat pump* Arctic pack insulation* 

SpaNet premium 
 control systems

Optional*

SpaNet jet pump/s 
 and air blower

SpaNet silent     
 circulation pump

SpaNet variable 
 output heater 

WiFi app-based 
 remote control*

Spa health indicator

Experience

Hydrotherapy

Build

Water care

Lighting

Efficiency

Power

Neck and shoulder 
 therapy collar

Stainless steel 
 jet casings

Non slip, back-lit 
 drink holders
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Specifications

                                                     Plunge            Pro                  Pro Plus            Extreme          

Dry weight                        900kg             900kg              900kg               900kg
Filled weight                        7200kg           7200kg            7200kg             7200kg
Spa controller                        VSX2               VSX3               VSX3                 VSX4
Circulation pump                        250W              250W              250W                250W
Jet pump                        3hp x 1           3hp x 2            3hp x 3            3hp x 4
Air blower                       Optional        1000W             1000W             1000W
Heater                                       3kW max        6kW max        6kW max          6kW max
Electrical (max)                        15amps          32amps           32amps            40amps
Swim flow rate                             N/A                 1200lpm         1800lpm           2400lpm

Warranties

Frame                                       Lifetime
Shell structure                        10 years
Acrylic surface                        5 years
Jets, plumbing & heater         5 years
Pumps & equipment         2 years
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Aqualounge Extreme Swim jet options

  Standard jets (77)  Swim jets (4)   Aqualounge Pro Plus (77)   Swim jets (3)   Aqualounge Pro (77)   Swim jets (2)

Aqualounge Plunge (77)   Swim jets (0)

4 x 150mm
High volume swim jets

2 x 127mm
Directional jets

3 x 127mm
 Single spinning jets

8 x 75mm
Directional jets

10 x 75mm
 Single spinning jets

24 x 50mm
Directional jets

16 x 50mm
 Twin spinner jets

14 x 40mm
Air jets
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Aquagym is a compact, single zone swim spa that seats three. 
It provides the ideal way to combine personal training with 
total relaxation.

Aquagym.

Hydrotherapy

Jets                                                                          Up to 59

Volume                                                                6,250 litres

Seating

Dimensions                                       3.98 x 2.31 x 1.3m high
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LED back-lit 
water cascade 

Back-lit laminar jet  
water feature*

Aromatherapy 
system

Bluetooth stereo 
 system*

Hydroflow 
spinning jets* 

Individual seat 
 pressure controls

Neck and shoulder-
 therapy collar

Superior Aristech
 acrylic finish

Thermobond 
oven cured shell

9 shell/cabinet 
colour combinations 

CD Ozone water    
clarifying system

Timber free ‘no rot’ 
 Permaframe

No maintenance  
cabinet 

High impact  
moulded ABS base

Duraflex ‘no kink’ 
PVC plumbing

Purezone 2 stage 
 filtration system

Purezone UV     
 sterilising system*

Underwater
flood lighting 

Hydroglow jet and 
 control lighting

Programmable 
 LED lighting

Perimeter and  
cabinet lighting*

Intelligent 
 thermal tuning 

High density 
lockable  spa cover

Premium multi 
 layer insulation

Hybrid heat pump* Arctic pack insulation* 

SpaNet premium 
 control systems

Optional*

SpaNet jet pump/s 
 and air blower

SpaNet silent     
 circulation pump

SpaNet variable 
 output heater 

WiFi app-based 
 remote control*

Spa health indicator

Experience

Hydrotherapy

Build

Water care

Lighting

Efficiency

Power

Stainless steel 
 jet casings

Non slip, back-lit 
 drink holders
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Specifications

                                                     Plunge            Pro                  Pro Plus            Extreme          

Dry weight                        950kg             950kg              950kg               950kg
Filled weight                        7200kg           7200kg            7200kg             7200kg
Spa controller                        VSX2               VSX3               VSX3                 VSX4
Circulation pump                        250W              250W              250W                250W
Jet pump                        3hp x 1           3hp x 2            3hp x 3            3hp x 4
Air blower                       Optional        1000W             1000W             1000W
Heater                                       3kW max        6kW max        6kW max          6kW max
Electrical (max)                        15amps          32amps           32amps            40amps
Swim flow rate                             N/A                 1200lpm         1800lpm           2400lpm

Warranties

Frame                                       Lifetime
Shell structure                        10 years
Acrylic surface                        5 years
Jets, plumbing & heater         5 years
Pumps & equipment         2 years
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Jet layout.

Aquagym Extreme Swim jet options

  Standard jets (55)  Swim jets (4)   Aquagym Pro Plus (35)   Swim jets (3)   Aquagym Pro (35)   Swim jets (2)

Aquagym Plunge (35)   Swim jets (0)

4 x 150mm
High volume swim jets

2 x 127mm
Directional jets

3 x 127mm
 Single spinning jets

2 x 75mm
Directional jets

22 x 50mm
 Directional jets

12 x 50mm
 Twin spinner jets

14 x 40mm
Air jets
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Aquagym Max, with its extended swimming area, is our top
selling single zone swim spa. It also includes ample hydrotherapy
for four adults.

Aquagym Max.

Hydrotherapy

Jets Up to 81

Volume 7,000 litres

Seating

Dimensions 4.49 x 2.31 x 1.3 or 1.5m high
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LED back-lit 
water cascade 

Back-lit laminar jet  
water feature*

Aromatherapy 
system

Bluetooth stereo 
 system*

Hydroflow 
spinning jets* 

Hydrotherapy 
 loungers

Individual seat  
pressure controls

Superior Aristech
 acrylic finish

Thermobond 
oven cured shell

9 shell/cabinet 
colour combinations 

CD Ozone water    
clarifying system

Timber free ‘no rot’ 
 Permaframe

No maintenance  
cabinet 

High impact  
moulded ABS base

Duraflex ‘no kink’ 
PVC plumbing

Purezone 2 stage 
 filtration system

Purezone UV     
 sterilising system*

Underwater
flood lighting 

Hydroglow jet and 
 control lighting

Programmable 
 LED lighting

Perimeter and  
cabinet lighting*

Intelligent 
 thermal tuning 

High density 
lockable  spa cover

Premium multi 
 layer insulation

Hybrid heat pump* Arctic pack insulation* 

SpaNet premium 
 control systems

Optional*

SpaNet jet pump/s 
 and air blower

SpaNet silent     
 circulation pump

SpaNet variable 
 output heater 

WiFi app-based 
 remote control*

Spa health indicator

Experience

Hydrotherapy

Build

Water care

Lighting

Efficiency

Power

Neck and shoulder 
 therapy collar

Stainless steel 
 jet casings

Non slip, back-lit 
 drink holders
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Medium sized, single zone swim spa.

Specifications

Plunge Pro Pro Plus Extreme 

Dry weight 995kg 995kg 995kg 995kg
Filled weight 7995kg           7995kg 7995kg 7995kg
Spa controller VSX2 VSX3 VSX3 VSX4
Circulation pump 250W 250W 250W 250W
Jet pump 3hp x 1           3hp x 2 3hp x 3 3hp x 4
Air blower         Optional        1000W 1000W 1000W
Heater 3kW max        6kW max        6kW max          6kW max
Electrical (max) 15amps          32amps           32amps 40amps
Swim flow rate N/A 1200lpm         1800lpm           2400lpm

Warranties

Frame Lifetime
Shell structure 10 years
Acrylic surface 5 years
Jets, plumbing & heater         5 years
Pumps & equipment         2 years
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Jet layout.

Aquagym Max Extreme Swim jet options

  Standard jets (77)  Swim jets (4)   Aquagym Max Pro Plus (57) Swim jets (3)   Aquagym Max Pro (57) Swim jets (2)

Aquagym Max Plunge (35) Swim jets (0)

4 x 150mm
High volume swim jets

2 x 127mm
Directional jets

3 x 127mm
 Single spinning jets

8 x 75mm
Directional jets

10 x 75mm
 Single spinning jets

24 x 50mm
 Directional jets

16 x 50mm
Twin spinner jets

14 x 40mm
Air jets
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Aqualap is the largest single zone swim spa in the Vortex range.  
It has comfortable hydrotherapy seating for four adults.

Aqualap.

Hydrotherapy

Jets Up to 81

Volume 8,500 litres

Seating

Dimensions 5.85 x 2.30 x 1.3 or 1.5m high
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LED back-lit 
water cascade 

Back-lit laminar jet  
water feature*

Aromatherapy 
system

Bluetooth stereo 
 system*

Hydroflow 
spinning jets* 

Hydrotherapy 
 loungers

Individual seat  
pressure controls

Superior Aristech
 acrylic finish

Thermobond 
oven cured shell

9 shell/cabinet 
colour combinations 

CD Ozone water 
clarifying system

Timber free ‘no rot’ 
 Permaframe

No maintenance  
cabinet 

High impact  
moulded ABS base

Duraflex ‘no kink’ 
PVC plumbing

Purezone 2 stage 
 filtration system

Purezone UV     
 sterilising system*

Underwater
flood lighting 

Hydroglow jet and 
 control lighting

Programmable 
 LED lighting

Perimeter and  
cabinet lighting*

Intelligent 
 thermal tuning 

High density 
lockable  spa cover

Premium multi 
 layer insulation

Hybrid heat pump* Arctic pack insulation* 

SpaNet premium 
 control systems

Optional*

SpaNet jet pump/s 
 and air blower

SpaNet silent     
 circulation pump

SpaNet variable 
 output heater 

WiFi app-based 
 remote control*

Spa health indicator

Experience

Hydrotherapy

Build

Water care

Lighting

Efficiency

Power

Neck and shoulder 
 therapy collar

Stainless steel 
 jet casings

Non slip, back-lit 
 drink holders
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Specifications

Plunge Pro Pro Plus Extreme 

Dry weight 1200kg           1200kg 1200kg 1200kg
Filled weight 9700kg           9700kg 9700kg 9700kg
Spa controller VSX2 VSX3 VSX3  VSX4
Circulation pump 250W 250W 250W 250W
Jet pump 3hp x 1           3hp x 2            3hp x 3 3hp x 4
Air blower         Optional        1000W  1000W 1000W
Heater 3kW max        6kW max        6kW max          6kW max
Electrical (max) 15amps          32amps          32amps            40amps
Swim flow rate N/A 1200lpm         1800lpm           2400lpm

Warranties

Frame Lifetime
Shell structure 10 years
Acrylic surface 5 years
Jets, plumbing & heater         5 years
Pumps & equipment         2 years
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Jet layout.

Aqualap Extreme Swim jet options

  Standard jets (77)  Swim jets (4)   Aqualap (57)   Swim jets (3)   Aqualap (57)   Swim jets (2)

Aqualap (35)   Swim jets (0)

4 x 150mm
High volume swim jets

2 x 127mm
Directional jets

3 x 127mm
 Single spinning jets

8 x 75mm
Directional jets

10 x 75mm
 Single spinning jets

24 x 50mm
 Directional jets

16 x 50mm
Twin spinner jets

14 x 40mm
Air jets
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Aqualap is the largest single zone swim spa in the Vortex range.  
It has comfortable hydrotherapy seating for four adults.

Hydrozone.

Hydrotherapy

Jets Up to 68

Volume 8,500 litres

Seating

Dimensions 5.9 x 2.3 x 1.3 or 1.5m high
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LED back-lit 
water cascade 

Back-lit laminar jet  
water feature*

Aromatherapy 
system

Bluetooth stereo 
 system*

Hydroflow 
spinning jets* 

Hydrotherapy 
 loungers

Individual seat  
pressure controls

Superior Aristech
 acrylic finish

Thermobond 
oven cured shell

9 shell/cabinet 
colour combinations 

CD Ozone water 
clarifying system

Timber free ‘no rot’ 
 Permaframe

No maintenance  
cabinet 

High impact  
moulded ABS base

Duraflex ‘no kink’ 
PVC plumbing

Purezone 2 stage 
 filtration system

Purezone UV     
 sterilising system*

Underwater
flood lighting 

Hydroglow jet and 
 control lighting

Programmable 
 LED lighting

Perimeter and  
cabinet lighting*

Intelligent 
 thermal tuning 

High density 
lockable  spa cover

Premium multi 
 layer insulation

Hybrid heat pump* Arctic pack insulation* 

SpaNet premium 
 control systems

Optional*

SpaNet jet pump/s 
 and air blower

SpaNet silent     
 circulation pump

SpaNet variable 
 output heater 

WiFi app-based 
 remote control*

Spa health indicator

Experience

Hydrotherapy

Build

Water care

Lighting

Efficiency

Power

Neck and shoulder 
 therapy collar

Stainless steel 
 jet casings

Non slip, back-lit 
 drink holders

Built in ice buck 
et/ drinks chest
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A compact, single zone swim spa.

Specifications

Plunge Pro Pro Plus Extreme 

Dry weight 950kg 950kg 950kg 950kg
Filled weight 7200kg           7200kg 7200kg 7200kg
Spa controller VSX2 VSX3 VSX3 VSX4
Circulation pump 250W 250W 250W 250W
Jet pump 3hp x 1           3hp x 2 3hp x 3 3hp x 4
Air blower         Optional        1000W 1000W 1000W
Heater 3kW max        6kW max        6kW max          6kW max
Electrical (max) 15amps          32amps           32amps 40amps
Swim flow rate N/A 1200lpm         1800lpm           2400lpm

Warranties

Frame Lifetime
Shell structure 10 years
Acrylic surface 5 years
Jets, plumbing & heater         5 years
Pumps & equipment         2 years
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Jet layout.

Hydrozone Swim jet options

  Standard jets (64) Swim jets (4)   Hydrozone (64)   Swim jets (3) Hydrozone (64)   Swim jets (2)

Hydrozone (64)   Swim jets (0)

4 x 150mm
High volume swim jets

2 x 127mm
Directional jets

5 x 127mm
 Single spinning jets

6 x 75mm
Directional jets

9 x 75mm
Single spinning jets

14 x 50mm
 Directional jets

12 x 50mm
Twin spinner jets

16 x 40mm
Air jets
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Vortex Spas’
features explained.



Vortex spas are designed 
to give you a world class 
hydrotherapy experience. 
Relax and enjoy our
ergonomic seating design,  
individual jet pressure 
controls and the neck and 
shoulder therapy collar. 

High pressure volcano jet 

The high pressure volcano jet may well be 
the best jet in the spa, with an impressive 700 
litres of water pushed through every minute.

Take care of the pressure points in your feet 
for a soothing, reflexology style treatment or 
focus on overlooked areas such as your chest, 
hamstrings and lower back.

Hydrotherapy loungers

The lounger seat is usually the most comfort-
able and therefore the most coveted seat in 
the spa. These lay back seats are ergonom-
ically designed and packed with an array 
of jets to provide massage therapy for your 
back, legs and feet.

Many Vortex spas have two lounger seats so 
there’s no fighting over who gets to lie in it.

Hydroflow spinning jets 

Take your hydrotherapy massage to the next 
level with our rotating Hydroflow jets. The 
rotating action eliminates jet fatigue - that 
feeling you get when a single flow of water hits 
the same spot.

To keep our Hydroflow jets spinning year after 
year we build them tough and without bearings. 
The unique axle design has been proven to keep 
on spinning long after many other designs have 
failed. Hydroflow jets are 100% backed by our 5 
year replacement warranty.

Individual seat jet pressure controls 

Massage pressure is an individual choice, so a 
Vortex spa massage can be tailored to suit your 
preference. Individual seat pressure controls
 dial up the massage you desire.

Vortex spas also have individual jet pressure 
control. A simple rotation of the jet face will 
reduce or increase its pressure.

Neck therapy collar 

The neck therapy collar is designed to relieve 
tension in the neck and shoulders using 
Hydroflow jets embedded in the underside of 
the collar.

The neck therapy system is a feature of many 
Vortex spas, and perfect for massaging away 
the stress and tension that commonly builds up 
in this part of the body.

Superior 
 hydrotherapy.
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Vortex spas are built with quality, 
durable materials to withstand 
Australia and New Zealand’s 
climate extremes. Backed by our 
industry leading warranties, you 
can trust that a Vortex spa is a 
sound investment that you will 
enjoy for many years. 

Stainless steel jet casings 

All Vortex spa jets are clad in 304 grade 
stainless steel cases.

These stainless steel cases not only assist 
in protecting the jets, they look great and 
add a layer of luxury and aesthetic appeal 
to your spa.

Timber free ‘no rot’ Permaframe 

Spa pools should be built to withstand the worst 
that nature can throw at them. Traditionally, spa 
pools have used timber frames which can be 
susceptible to rot, mildew and vermin damage.

Vortex are the first manufacturer to offer timber 
free, thermoformed plastic framing across their 
entire portable spa range. Thanks to the 
durability of this Permaframe construction, 
Vortex proudly offer a lifetime warranty on the 
structural integrity of every spa frame

Thermobond 4 layer oven-cured shell 

The shell of a spa is its most important 
component, so all Vortex spa shells are 
manufactured using a proprietary eight step, 
four layer process.

The acrylic surface is chemically bonded to 
vinyl ester resin for unsurpassed adhesion. 
 A marine grade fibreglass layer is applied for 
torsional strength, before a final polyceramic 
layer is added for ultimate rigidity. Oven curing 
is used throughout the process to ensure 
optimal bonding.

Neck therapy collar 

The neck therapy collar is designed to relieve 
tension in the neck and shoulders using 
Hydroflow jets embedded in the underside of 
the collar.

The neck therapy system is a feature of many 
Vortex spas, and perfect for massaging away 
the stress and tension that commonly builds up 
in this part of the body.

Vortex quality,
built to last.

Fea
tures 
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No other spa offers as many 
illumination options. Our innovative 
applications of LED lighting 
technology continues to lead the 
way on how spas are lit. Let Vortex 
spas light up your night. 

High impact moulded ABS base 

Spa pools are constantly subjected to water 
around their base, leaving the underside 
vulnerable to water ingress and significant 
damage to framing and equipment.

To prevent this, Vortex portable spas 
feature a high sided, moulded, high impact 
ABS base pan that keeps the frame and 
equipment protected.

Duraflex ‘no kink’ PVC plumbing

Spa pool plumbing has to put up with a lot 
of wear and tear. The constant movement 
of hot, chemically treated water can break 
down pipes and cause leaks and blockages.

To prevent this, Vortex spas and swim spas 
are plumbed with Duraflex plumbing, which 
is specifically designed for use with hot, 
chemically treated water.

Duraflex plumbing incorporates a coil 
of rigid PVC that will flex but not kink, 
ensuring equal jet pressure for the life 
of your spa.

9 shell / cabinet colour combinations 

We know every customer and location is unique. 
With 9 beautiful shell and cabinet colour 
combinations, there’s one to suit.

You can blend interior and exterior colour 
choices to create a personalised spa look, that 
complements your home environment.

No maintenance Thermoclad cabinet 

Timber free Thermoclad cabinet panels are used 
exclusively throughout the range.

Manufactured by Vortex Spas, these cabinets 
are available in three architectural finishes and 
unlike wooden cabinets, require no ongoing 
maintenance.

Underwater LED floodlight 

There’s a powerful 7 bulb LED floodlight in every 
Vortex spa to ensure that night time spa use does 
not leave you lost in the darkness.

You can adjust the brightness of the floodlight, 
and set it to a colour and mode to suit your mood

Light up 
your night.
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Vortex spas are built with quality, 
durable materials to withstand 
Australia and New Zealand’s 
climate extremes. Backed by our 
industry leading warranties, you 
can trust that a Vortex spa is a 
sound investment that you will 
enjoy for many years. 

Hydroglow jets and topside  
control lighting 

The deluxe Hydroglow lighting option 
illuminates the water jets and topside 
controls for dramatic effect.

Up to 90 individual LED lights are 
embedded into the spa’s jets and 
controls to make them glow beautifully.

Programmable LED 
lighting effects 

Our designers have developed a vast array 
of illumination options for your spa, all of 
which can be customised to suit your mood.

The Hydroglow system uses low energy LED 
bulbs which give 20 beautiful colour options.

Full control over the system is provided via 
the spa’s control pad, with the ability to 
adjust the colour, brightness, sequencing 
and transition speed.

Perimeter and cabinet lighting 

The perimeter lights throw coloured lighting 
across the spa’s surface creating a stunning 
waterline effect.

The cabinet lighting casts light on the ground 
and steps to ensure that getting in and out of 
the spa after dark is as safe as possible.

Intelligent thermal tuning 

Vortex spas use AI (Artificial Intelligence) 
software to measure and learn from individual 
spa usage and operational patterns.

This technology then adjusts heating cycles to 
minimise energy use, saving up to 20% of the 
spa’s heating costs. Water temperature drops 
can be limited to within 0.2 degrees of your set 
temperature.

Vortex quality,
built to last.
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A great spa experience requires 
industry leading technology from 
the world’s best brands. Every 
Vortex spa and swim spa is fitted 
with best in class equipment to 
ensure years of pleasurable use. 

Premium multi-layer insulation 

Heat is also lost through the side of the spa 
shell, cabinet and base. To reduce this heat 
loss, Vortex spas are fitted with multiple 
layers of insulation, each designed for a 
specific purpose.

Unlike some spas that utilise single type, 
block or full foam insulation, the insulation 
system in Vortex spas can be removed for 
easy maintenance when required.

Arctic pack insulation

For extra cold climates where 
temperatures dip below zero degrees, 
Vortex offer an Arctic Pack insulation 
upgrade. This upgrade supplements the 
standar multi-layer insulation system with 
an additional thick layer of perimeter 
insulation.

Whilst it dramatically lowers heat loss, 
the arctic system remains removable for 
easy maintenance, something that is not 
possible on full foamed spas.

Hybrid heat pump 

If energy savings are really important to you, 
Vortex offer an intelligent heat pump solution 
that can cut heating costs by as much as 75%.

Unlike other heat pump solutions, our hybrid 
heat pump integrates with the spa’s artificial 
intelligence software to minimise run time, 
reduce energy costs and increase the longevity 
of the heat pump and the spa equipment.

High density lockable spa cover 

Because heat rises, most of the heat lost from 
your spa will be through the insulated cover.

Vortex spa covers are 50% denser than most 
other spa pool covers. Because we use 24kg/m3 
insulation, this high density spa cover limits heat 
loss and further reduces the costs associated 
with heating the water.

Premium SpaNet control systems

In keeping with Vortex Spa’s industry leading 
position on quality and performance, we have 
partnered with SpaNet, Australasia’s pre-eminent 
spa pool equipment manufacturer, to provide 
their state of the art control equipment across the 
entire Vortex range.

No other spa brand offers such a high degree of 
functionality across their entire line up.

You’ve got the 
power, and control.
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SpaNet jet pump(s) and air blower 

To ensure that the quality and performance 
of our equipment suite is unsurpassed, Vortex 
Spas partner with SpaNet to develop water 
and air pumps that that set the industry 
benchmark, and deliver high performance
 and longevity.

SpaNet variable output heater

A typical plug-in (10 or 15amp) spa heater 
shuts down when the spa’s pump is activated. 
This allows the water temperature to drop 
- not what you want in the middle of your 
hydrotherapy.

When a Vortex spa pump is engaged, the 
heater detects in real time how much power is 
still available, and uses that power to keep the 
spa elements heating.

SpaNet intelligent, silent  
circulation pump 

The SpaNet silent circulation pump drives water 
through the filtration and heating systems with 
whisper quiet efficiency.

The filtration cycle duration can be programmed 
to match the spa’s use. This limits energy use 
and wear and tear on pumps.

Vortex Spas use an intelligent algorithm to 
ensure that the pump will run for the minimum 
period to ensure hot, clean water, 24 hours 
per day.

Spa health indicator light 

On a cold winter’s night, running out to your 
spa only to find it has shut down due to a 
power trip or dirty filters is not a pleasant 
experience.

In order to avoid this situation, Vortex spas are 
fitted with an external health indicator light 
which turns red if the spa has performed a 
shut down.

WiFi app-based remote control 

By choosing the Vortex Smartlink WiFi option, you 
can control your spa from wherever you are in 
the world. This option is perfect for spas installed 
in holiday homes, or if you travel frequently.

Smartlink also incorporates a diagnostic mode 
that allows Vortex technicians to remotely 
analyse and potentially resolve any faults, 
should they occur.
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Vortex spas are renowned for 
their quality, superior 
hydrotherapy and features that 
are usually reserved for the 
world’s most expensive spas. 

Purezone CD ozone water
 clarifying system 

Vortex Spas’ CD (corona discharge) ozone 
water clarification system keeps water 
clean and clear 24/7 by destroying organic 
material.

The ozone clarifier is fitted to every Vortex 
spa and swim spa to help reduce the need 
for additional chemical use and help keep 
your spa operating costs down

Purezone UV sterilising system

Vortex were the first spa company to utilise 
UV (ultra violet) light purification across 
their spa and swim spa range. This 
technology is usually found in commercial 
drinking water and public pool filtration 
systems.

High intensity, UV lights are used to kill 
viruses and bacteria in the water. Over 
time, UV can deliver a 99.9% kill rate 
making it mandatory if water cleanliness 
is important.

Purezone 2 stage filtration system 

Vortex’s water filtration system is unique. At the 
core of the system is a 5 micron disposable 
Purezone filter cartridge. The membrane used in 
this filter is the same membrane used in many 
drinking water filtration systems.

Unlike most spa filters that require regular clean-
ing, the Purezone filter requires no cleaning and 
can be disposed of every 3-4 months.

LED back-lit water cascade

The back-lit water cascade adds beauty and a 
touch of Zen to your spa experience, bringing 
the tranquil sound of gently running water to
every Vortex spa and swim spa.

A premium in-spa 
 experience.
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Vortex Spas feature the latest 
innovations in water care 
technology to deliver crystal 
clear water with minimal 
chemicals. 

Purezone water 
 care system.
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Back-lit laminar jet water feature 

Laminar jets are beautiful and mesmerising. Be 
amazed as the back-lit LED light bends around 
the water stream and illuminates the splash 
point.

Genuine laminar jets are only available in a 
Vortex spa.

Non-slip, back-lit drink holders

It’s important to stay hydrated whilst you spa, 
so Vortex spas are fitted with exclusive, 
non-slip drink holders to help keep your glass 
or cup visible and secure.

Best enjoyed with a clear vessel, the LED 
back-lighting gives your favourite beverage a 
coloured glow.

Aromatherapy system 

Aromatherapy has been used for thousands of 
years to enhance mood and relaxation. Vortex 
offer 12 fragrances ranging from relaxing 
lavender to invigorating citrus.

Unlike aromatherapy systems found on other 
spas, the Vortex system can be adjusted and 
turned off when not required.

Built in ice bucket/drinks chest 

Some Vortex spas have a topside ice bucket to 
place your bottle on ice and keep it safe and 
cold.

Our top of the line Hydrozone swim spa has 
a built in drinks chest to keep a selection of 
drinks cold during a long hot summer.

Bluetooth stereo system 

The Vortex Bluetooth stereo system has been 
specifically designed to cope with the harsh 
environments a spa is exposed to.

Avoiding externally mounted speakers that can 
fail over time, we mount high fidelity transduc-
tion speakers inside the cabinet on the spa shell. 
This protects them from water and sun damage 
and turns your spa shell into a giant speaker.

Connect your device via Bluetooth or WiFi 
and control the music via a dedicated 
control panel.
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Lifetime Permaframe warranty 

Vortex Spas’ rot free permaframe structure is 
guaranteed for life against a loss of 
integrity leading to the spa being inoperable.

5 year jet, plumbing and heater 
warranty 

Manufactured with the highest grade virgin 
plastics, our jets have an industry leading 5 
year  replacement warranty.

The plumbing system of all Vortex spas is 
warranted against leaking for 5 years, and 
the heater is warranted against defects for 
5 years.

5 year acrylic surface warranty

All Vortex spas have a 5 year, non pro-rata, 
acrylic surface warranty. This guarantees 
against any surface blisters that result in 
water loss for five years.

10 year structural shell warranty 

Most spa pool companies offer ‘pro-rata’ 
structural shell warranties. This means they 
reduce in value as the spa ages, leading to 
hefty costs to the owner if your spa shell 
structure fails in the latter part of its warranty.

Vortex Spa’s warranty is non pro-rata. If your 
spa shell structure fails at any time within the 
10 year warranty period, we will replace it.  
No questions asked.

2 year pump and equipment warranty

The circulation pump, jet pump(s) and 
electronic control system in all Vortex spas is 
warranted against defects for 2 years.
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We stand proudly behind every 
spa we make, offering 
warranties that are the envy 
of the spa industry. 

Industry leading
warranties.
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The Vortex spa colour palette 
is hand selected from the 
latest home design trends, 
and has been carefully 
created to complement 
any outdoor environment. 

Shell and cabinet 
 colour options.

Shell colour options

Gypsum Coastal grey

Chocolate

Natural

Stirling silver

Pearl shadow

Cabinet colour options
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© Vortex Spas
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content herein is correct at 
the time of printing. We cannot accept any responsibility for errors or omissions. 
Spa specifications may change, please confirm all details with your Vortex sales 
consultant. Some features shown are optional. 

Your Local Authorised Vortex Spa Dealer:

Oyster Pools & Hot Tubs Ltd 
Raglan Garden Centre 

Raglan, Usk. Monmouthshire 
NP15 2BH

01291 690614
www.oysterpools.co.uk
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